Michigan State University spokesperson Emily Guerrant sent this statement to Stateside in
response to a request for comment:
“Michigan State supports robust discussion of important issues such as sexual assault and its own
place in this national conversation. The material being presented, as it is described to us, would
represent content not included in the most recent issue of our alumni magazine. As such, it would
be material solicited and accepted by Spartan magazine, so in our opinion has a valuable place in
the ongoing public conversation.
Our concern, then as now, is one of context as the university moves with due haste and concern
not only to address past issues, but to take action to ensure the health, safety and well-being of
the campus community and to ensure that our alumni and the public are duly provided with that
information.
As we have said before, the magazine is intended to communicate and promote university
programs, highlighting staffing, alumni and student success stories and important issues to MSU
alumni. Given its three-month production process, it has been difficult for the Spartan Magazine
team to stay ahead of the news cycle. During the course of development, the team was
continuously evaluating many possible options for content and for feature stories. In the end, the
editorial team took an approach that concentrated on the most important changes and
improvements at MSU that have been made over the past six months related to campus safety
and sexual assault prevention and education, as well as where the university is headed in the
future. Alumni consistently communicate to the magazine team that they want to know what is
happening on campus, so striking a balance between addressing the problems of the past but also
showing the positive impact Spartans are having across a variety of fields was the desired
outcome.”

